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CYNET 360 
AUTONOMOUS BREACH 
PROTECTION
XDR AND RESPONSE AUTOMATION IN ONE 
PLATFORM BACKED BY 24/7 MDR SERVICES
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SECURITY STACKS ARE COSTLY AND 
COMPLEX TO OPERATE, RESULTING IN 
FLAWED PROTECTION
There are a multitude of advanced technologies 

to confront both advanced and legacy threats. 

However, their overall consolidation into a 

cohesive protection environment is still an 

unsolved challenge.

The common integrated security architectures are 

subject to the following weaknesses:

 Æ Complex stack: there is no security product that 

covers the entire attack surface. Piecing together 

disparate products that were not built to work 

together results both in overlaps and blind spots. 

 Æ Manual workflows: post-compromise breach 

protection technologies require manual operation 

that, by definition, cannot scale to the volume of 

generated alerts. Additionally, the required skills to 

efficiently operate these technologies are in high 

shortage, practically placing security out of reach 

for most to all organizations. 

DISPARATE POINT PRODUCTS
Each product covers a mere 

subset of threats without 

communicating with its peers.

HARD DEPLOYMENT
0% avg. security products 

implementation rate.

PARTIAL THREAT COVERAGE
Critical attack vectors are left 

unattended.

MANUAL INTEGRATION
Forming a holistic threat 

visibility requires significant 

skill and time resources . 

INTRO

https://www.cynet.com/
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Cynet XDR is the only solution that triggers an automated investigation following each endpoint, user, or 

network alert, fully disclosing its root cause and scope and applying all the required remediation activities to fully 

eliminate the threat. Cynet also provides a broad set of automated and highly customizable remediation actions 

to address threats according to your preferences. Moreover, Cynet provides an expert team of cybersecurity 

experts to augment and guide your team 24 hours a day, 7 days a week – included with the Cynet 360 platform.

Autonomous Breach Protection 

XDR

Attack Reports  

Remote IRAlert Monitoring  

Threat Hunting

RESPONSE AUTOMATION

Automated Investigation

Custom Playbooks

Incident Engine

Automated Remediation

Next-generation AV (NGAV)

   Network Trac Analysis (NTA)

Endpoint Detection & Response (EDR)

   User Behavioral Analysis (UBA)

   Deception

24/7 MDR

LEARN MORE

ABOUT CYNET

Cynet XDR provides a single, unified platform to prevent, detect, investigate and fully remediate the broad 

range of attack vectors. Visibility across endpoint, network and user activities, plus the power of deception 

provides the broadest and deepest protection against all threats.

https://www.cynet.com/
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360° ALERT VIEW

Immediate view into the threat activity status across the entire 

XDR PREVENTION & DETECTION

Cynet 360 utilizes Cynet Sensor Fusion to continuously collect, fuse and analyze endpoint, network and user 

activities, resulting in prevention and detection capabilities that match those of multiple security technologies 

combined
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EDR
Process behavioral analysis (malicious Powershell and other scripting tools).

NGAV
 x Intelligence-based malware protection

 x AI static analysis malware protection

ALERT EXAMPLE 1: EXPLOIT PROTECTION

This alert shows an initial compromise attempt by luring the 

user to open a crafted Word document containing an exploit 

ALERT EXAMPLE 2: PRIVILEGE ESCALATION

This alert detects a post-compromise privilege escalation from a local to a 

system user, a common action to establish the attacker’s initial foothold.

 x Behavioral-based exploit protection

 x Behavioral-based fileless, Macro and script 
protection
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USER BEHAVIOR ANALYTICS

USER ANOMALY DETECTION

Real-time monitoring of all the interactions users initiate: hosts that they log into, number of 

host, location, frequency, internal and external network communication, data files opened, 

executed processes and many more.

USER ACTIVITY RULES & VERIFICATION

Leverage internal knowledge of users’ roles, group, geolocation and working hours to define access 

patterns to SaaS and on-prem resources that are likely to indicate user account compromise.
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ALERT EXAMPLE 4: DECEPTION

This alert detects an attacker that was lured out to reveal its presence by planted decoy files. 

Deception is a highly efficient way to disclose the presence of advanced attackers that are skilled 

enough to evade other detection mechanisms.

NETWORK ANALYTICS
 x Network-based credential theft (ARP spoofing, 

DNS responder)

 x Network based lateral movement

 x Malicious outbound communication (C2C, 
phishing)

 
 x Network-based reconnaissance (scanning 

attacks)

 x Network-based data exfiltration (tunneling via 
various protocols)

DECEPTION
Planting various types of decoys to lure attackers into revealing their presence.

 x Decoy types: data files, credentials, configuration, network connection. 

 x Beaconing: once the attacker opens exfiltrated decoy data files, they send Cynet full information 
on both exfiltration details as well as their current location at the attacker’s IP.

ALERT EXAMPLE 3: DATA EXFILTRATION

This alert detects an advanced stage in the attack’s lifecycle in which the attacker has gained access to 

its target data and attempts to exfiltrate it by disguising the compromised data as legitimate DNS traffic.
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PRESET REMEDIATION ACTIONS
Cynet provides the widest available set of remediation tools for infected hosts, malicious files, compromised 

user accounts and attacker-controlled traffic.

USER

HOST

NETWORK

FILE

RESPONSE AUTOMATION

Advanced cyberattacks leave their mark across all parts of the targeted environment: endpoints, files, processes, 

user accounts and network traffic.
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CUSTOM REMEDIATION
Cynet 360 enables its users to create custom remediations by either chaining together 

preset remediation actions, or a user-created script to communicate with core environment 

components such a Firewalls, Active Directory, etc.
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PLAYBOOK EXAMPLE 1: LATERAL MOVEMENT

Lateral movement involves an attacker expanding its foothold from by logging into a new 

host with a stolen user identity. The auto-remediation for this scenario is disabling the stolen 

identity to block the attacker’s malicious logon.

PLAYBOOK EXAMPLE 2: PRIVILEGE ESCALATION

Privilege escalation involves an attacker that gains higher permissions on a compromised 

host. The auto-remediation in this case is to isolate the host, disabling both its external 

communication with the attacker and its ability to spread internally.

PLAYBOOKS
Cynet 360 supports the use of preset and custom-created remediation playbooks that automate 

response for detected threats by chaining together several discreet remediation actions (for 

example, isolate the endpoint + disable user account in Active Directory, as an automated response 

user account compromise detection). These playbooks both scale the security team alert-

handling capacity by automating repetitive tasks and radically increase the share of attacks that are 

autonomously addressed and resolved by Cynet 360 without need for human intervention.
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Creation of 

tailored customer 

threat reports

Proactive threat hunting 

across customer 

environments

Investigation of 

suspicious files per 

customer escalation

Assisting 

customers with 

incident response

CYOPS:  
24/7 MDR TEAM 

Cynet complements its automated threat protection technology with integrated security services at no 

additional cost. CyOps is a 24/7 team of threat analysts and security researchers that leverage their expertise 

and Cynet’s vast threat intelligence feeds to provide various services to Cynet’s customers, in respect to each 

customer’s specific needs and security preferences:
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DEPLOYMENT

The Cynet server can be deployed in 

in any of the following modes:

 x On-prem 

 x SaaS

 x Hybrid: suiting globally dispersed 
environments, with on-prem server 
at each location sending to a cloud-
based centralized server

 x Agent: a light-weight file with minimal 
memory footprint

OS SUPPORT

WINDOWS (32/64 BIT) LINUX (32/64 BIT) MAC (64 BIT)

Windows XP SP3

Windows Vista

Windows 7

Windows 8 and 8.1

Windows 10

Windows Server 2003 SP2

Windows Server 2008 / 2008 R2

Windows Server 2012 / 2012 R2

Windows Server 2016

Windows Server 2019

Red Hat 6.4+

Fedora 21+

Ubuntu 14.04+

CentOS 6.7+

SUSE 12.0+

Debian 6.0+

OS X Mavericks

OS X Yosemite

OS X El Capitan

MacOS Sierra

MacOS High Sierra

MacOS Mojave
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ABOUT CYNET

Cynet was founded by an elite group of seasoned security 

entrepreneurs, researchers and SOC practitioners, to build the world’s 

first autonomous breach protection platform, Cynet 360. The Cynet 

platform uses Cynet Sensor Fusion to provide Monitoring and Control, 

Prevention and Detection, and Response Orchestration. 

Cynet is the partner of choice for multiple organizations worldwide. 

Small to llarge enterprises alike trust Cynet to guide them in their journey 

towards full automation of all breach protection workflows.

To learn more visit www.cynet.com.

http://www.cynet.com

